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Reactance (X):
At resonance, in a 'ideal parallel LC circuit', having zero resistance, the XL equals the Xc.

[XL = (2πFL)]

= [Xc = (1  2πFC)]

Line Current (ILINE):
At resonance, in a 'ideal parallel LC circuit', when an a-c voltage is applied to a parallel LC circuit
having zero resistance, with respect to the line current, the current through the Inductor (IL) and
the current through the Capacitor (Ic) are 180 degrees out of phase. Their vector sum is,
therefore, zero, making the Line Current (ILINE) "Zero".

ILINE =

0

Impedance (Z):
At resonance, in a 'ideal parallel LC circuit', If no line current flows, it has Infinite Impedance (Z)
as far as the voltage source is concerned.

Z = EAPP  ILINE = EAPP  0 = Infinity
Note: EAPP is the AC Voltage Source.

Circulating Current (Icirculating):
At resonance, inside a 'ideal parallel LC circuit', the current through the Inductor (IL) and the
current through the Capacitor (Ic) are actually one current: called Circulating Current. The value
is:

Icirculating = (E  XL) "or" (E  Xc) "or" (E  X)

Quality (Q):
At resonance, In parallel resonant LC circuits, 'Q' is not determined on the basis of voltage, but
rather is determined on the basis of current. The 'Q' (Quality) of a parallel resonant LC circuit is
defined as the ratio of the Tank Circulating Current (Icirculating) to the Line Current (ILine).
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Q = Icirculating  ILINE
Note: Mathematically, this equation can be converted to the following form:

Q = (XL  R) "or" Q = (Xc  R) "or" Q = (X  R)
Note:
1. Lower the Resistance (R), the Higher the 'Q' of the circuit, and Bandpass is Narrower.
2. Higher the resistance (R), the Lower the 'Q' of the circuit, and Bandpass is Wider.

Bandpass (Bp):
In terms of its 'Q', the Bandpass (Bp) of a parallel resonant LC circuit is.

Bp = Fr  Q

Voltage (E):
E = √P · X · Q
Notes:
P = Power to Tank Circuit [Tube(s) Plate dissipation in watts]
X = Reactance of the Tank Circuit
Q = Quality of Tank Circuit
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Plate Efficiency Formula:
Formula Example: A single 3-500Z Power Triode running in Class
AB2 with 3500VDC Plate Input Voltage will have a maximum AC
Power Output to a load of 890 Watts (note: date taken from Eimac
datasheet) and two 3-500Z Power Triodes in Parallel configuration,
would have 1780 Watts With a DC Power Input to the Plate
circuit of 3500 VDC the Plate Efficiency would be 50.85%
(Plate Efficiency = 1780 Watts / 3500 VDC x 100%)
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